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ABOUT THE MUSIC AND COMPOSERS

After the interval we hear Rosenthal’s
arrangement of selections from Offenbach’s
La Gaîté Parisienne, vibrant music from the
latter’s operetta. The concert concludes
with two songs by Kurt Weill, both arranged
specially for Barbara Hannigan by Tony
Award-winning composer Bill Elliott, and in
which she sings and conducts.

FREE FRIDAY LUNCHTIME CONCERT

HALF SIX FIX: LA VOIX HUMAINE

A

We are extremely grateful to the Jeremy
and John Sacher Charitable Trust for
their generous support towards Barbara
Hannigan’s concerts with the Orchestra this
February. Tonight’s performance is being
streamed live via the online classical music
platform, Takt1.

The concert opens with Copland’s Music for
the Theatre, the composer’s first American
orchestral commission from 1925, which
captures the melodies and rhythms of the
Jazz Age. From there we turn to Haydn, a
musical innovator who displayed humour and
wit in his work, inspiring many successive

I hope you enjoy the concert and that you will
be able to join us again soon. On Wednesday
and Thursday next week Barbara Hannigan
returns to the Barbican stage for unmissable
performances as singer and conductor in
her production of Poulenc’s one-woman
opera La voix humaine, alongside Strauss’
Metamorphosen (24 February only).

warm welcome to this evening’s
concert, as Barbara Hannigan
joins us in the role of both singer
and conductor in a playful and soulful
programme of music the stage.

A free, short concert introduced by Rachel Leach. Stephen
Doman and Catherine Edwards perform music by Robert and
Clara Schumann. Also streamed live at youtube.com/lso.
Wednesday 23 February 6.30pm
Barbican

Barbara Hannigan conducts, presents and sings Poulenc’s
one-woman opera La voix humaine: a heart, a soul and a
whole human life, in one devastating telephone call.
Thursday 24 February 7pm
Barbican

POULENC & STRAUSS

Thursday 3 March 8pm & Sunday 6 March 7pm
Barbican

Sir Simon Rattle conducts an all-star line-up of vocal
soloists and the London Symphony Chorus in Haydn’s
great oratorio The Creation. The performance on 3 March
celebrates the 40th anniversary of the Barbican.

lso.co.uk/whats-on
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Music for the Theatre
Aaron Copland
Symphony No 90 in C major
Joseph Haydn
La Gaîté Parisienne
Jacques Offenbach
Youkali & Lost in the Stars
Kurt Weill
Youkali & Lost in the Stars: Texts & Translation
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Barbara Hannigan
Fleur Barron
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Please switch off all phones. Photography and audio/
video recording are not permitted during the performance.

Strauss’ Metamorphosen and another chance to hear
Poulenc’s La voix humaine: two stories of raw emotion
from Barbara Hannigan.

HAYDN’S CREATION
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TELL US WHAT YOU THINK
We always want to make sure
you have a great experience,
and appreciate your feedback.
Visit lso.co.uk/survey or scan
the QR code to fill out a short
survey about the concert.
Contents
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Music for the Theatre
Aaron Copland
1
2
3
4
5

M

Prologue
Dance
Interlude
Burlesque
Epilogue

any have likened the clear intervals
and expansiveness of Aaron Copland’s
musical landscapes to the open
plains and prairies of the American heartlands.
But that is to ignore their unmistakeable
tang of modernity, evident from the opening
moments of his jazz-inflected suite for
chamber orchestra, Music for the Theatre.

1925

22 minutes

Programme note by
Sophie Rashbrook

Copland had already made a name for
himself by his mid-twenties. The son of
Russian-Jewish immigrants, he grew up in
Brooklyn, New York, yet claimed he took
no musical inspiration whatsoever from
his ‘simply drab’ surroundings – difficult
to believe, when you hear the evocations
of bustling cityscapes in his music. He was
educated at the American Conservatory
at Fontainebleau, near Paris, where his
teacher, Nadia Boulanger, introduced him
to the conductor Serge Koussevitzky. The
meeting resulted in this commission, which
Koussevitzky later conducted. Copland said
the name of the piece emerged not from
a specific show, but rather from the music
itself, which ‘seemed to suggest a certain
theatrical atmosphere’.

Aaron Copland In Profile
1900 to 1990 (United States)
angry rasp of the snare drum, the acidic
interjection of the piano, and the angular,
insistent cacophony of the trumpets. The
quickfire, smart-talking musical exchanges
of the ensuing ‘Dance’ are rounded off with
a rather louche clarinet solo that melts into
a crooning glissando (slide across multiple
notes). The ‘Interlude’ is an oasis of calm,
with cor anglais, glockenspiel and oboe
creating a lazy, hazy sound world, which
leads us nicely into the ‘Burlesque’, the
fourth movement.
Paraphrasing Copland’s biographer Howard
Pollack, the musicologist Alex Ross gleefully
describes the ‘hint of striptease in the title
… [which] … can also be felt in the raucous
orchestration’. The mischief builds slowly,
irresistibly, finally erupting into a swaggering
central theme, which is dominated by the
winds and brass.

The ‘Epilogue’ layers the strings in luscious
harmonies – offering a chance to reflect,
and indeed, recover, from the explosion
of jazz rhythms we have just experienced.
There is a lonely, questioning viola solo, a
bassoon figure that rises and falls, steeped
Music for the Theatre was written in 1925 at
in shadow. Yet just as Copland seems to
the height of the Jazz Age, but it is easy to
suggest a tonal ending (might the strings
recognise our own 21st-century urban world – be coming to rest on a conventional chord?),
and, perhaps, shades of Leonard Bernstein’s the bassoon lingers on, a harmonic exile,
West Side Story, written 32 years after
knocked out of orbit by the forces of jazz
Copland’s piece – in the opening ‘Prologue’.
and modernity around it.
Striking orchestral features include the
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A

aron Copland’s fellow composer Virgil
Thomson once described his friend
as the leader of a musical commando
unit ready to do battle against the reactionary
forces that occupied positions of power
within the American musical establishment.
Throughout the 1930s, Copland produced
a series of abstract, non-programmatic
works that confirmed his reputation as an
outstanding composer of ‘serious’ music who
need fear nothing in comparison with his
European contemporaries.

Liberated, perhaps, by the prevailing spirit
of social protest and his desire to reach large
audiences, Copland gradually developed
a simple, direct musical language that he
harnessed to striking effect in his ballet
scores Billy the Kid (1938), Rodeo (1942) and
Appalachian Spring (1944). He had noted a
distancing between composer and public:
‘An entirely new public for music had grown

up around the radio and phonograph’, he
later recalled, ‘it made no sense to ignore
them and to continue writing as though
they did not exist. I felt it was worth the
effort to see if I couldn’t say what I had to
say in the simplest possible terms’. Along
with the ballet scores, works demonstrating
this simplicity of style included the jazzy
Clarinet Concerto, and the song cycles
Old American Songs I and II, and
Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson.
Copland subsequently explored the
possibilities of twelve-note technique and
embraced advanced compositional methods,
defying those who wished to pigeon-hole
his work. From the 1960s he increasingly
focused on his conducting career, and his
compositional output slowed. His final works
included the orchestral piece Inscape (1967)
and the piano pieces Night Thoughts (1972)
and Proclamation (1973/82). He died in 1990.

IN BRIEF
Born 1900, Brooklyn
Died 1990, Cortlandt Manor
Musical training
American Conservatory
at Fontainebleau
Musical acquaintances
Leonard Bernstein,
George Gershwin,
Samuel Barber,
Virgil Thomson,
Carlos Chávez
Best known for
The ballet scores Billy
the Kid, Rodeo and
Appalachian Spring,
Clarinet Concerto, Fanfare
for the Common Man,
Twelve Poems of Emily
Dickinson, Old American
Songs I and II
Composer profile by
Andrew Stewart

Symphony No 90 in C major Hob 1/90
Joseph Haydn
1
2
3
4

Adagio – Allegro assai
Andante
Menuetto: Allegretto
Finale: Allegro assai

1788

24 minutes

Programme note by
Kate Hopkins

W

hen Joseph Haydn joined Prince
Esterházy’s household as
Kapellmeister (Music Director)
in 1761, his contract forbade him to sell his
music independently, or to accept external
commissions without permission. In 1779
he signed a new contract that released him
from these obligations. As a result, he began
to publish with the Viennese firm Artaria,
and to write music for a wide range of
organisations and individuals.
These included the magnificently-named
Count d’Ogny Claude-François-Marie Rigoley,
founder of the prestigious Parisian musical
society Le Concert de la Loge Olympique.
The Count’s first commission for Haydn was
the six ‘Paris’ Symphonies (Nos 82 to 87) of
1785–86. Their success resulted in the joint
commission of Symphonies Nos 90 to 92 by
d’Ogny and Prince Kraft Ernst von OettegenWallerstein. These works, composed in
1788–89, were the last Haydn wrote for Paris
before the French Revolution changed the
city’s musical climate for good.

Joseph Haydn In Profile
1732 to 1809 (Austria)
Symphony No 90 is scored for flute, two
oboes, two bassoons, two horns, two
trumpets, timpani and strings. In the first
movement, the pensive mood of the opening
Adagio swiftly gives way to the joviality of
the Allegro assai, which is full of dynamic
and textural contrasts. The predominance of
flute and oboe suggests Haydn’s deepening
awareness of the symphonic potential of
woodwind instruments.
The Andante second movement is a set
of variations on a demure opening theme,
interspersed with stormier minor-key
episodes, and featuring solos for bassoon,
flute and cello. The stately Menuetto
contrasts with a delicate Trio in which the
first oboe plays a prominent role.
The lively finale is full of energetic string
figuration, and includes martial trumpets
and timpani. It contains one of Haydn’s
most notorious ‘musical jokes’: a ‘false
ending’ that can still surprise people today
(as at the 2005 BBC Proms). The movement’s
final section is full of harmonic and melodic
invention, and brings the piece to an
exuberant conclusion.

M

ost general histories of music
emphasise Joseph Haydn’s
achievements as a composer of
instrumental works, as a pioneer of the
string quartet genre and as the so-called
‘father of the symphony’. In short, he was
one of the most versatile and influential
composers of his age. After early training as
a choirboy at Vienna’s St Stephen’s Cathedral
and a period as a freelance musician, Haydn
became Kapellmeister to Count Morzin in
Vienna and subsequently to the musicloving and wealthy Esterházy family at
their magnificent but isolated estate at
Eszterháza, the ‘Hungarian Versailles’.
Here he wrote a vast number of solo
instrumental and chamber pieces, masses,
motets, concertos and symphonies,
besides at least two dozen stage works.

The death of Prince Nikolaus prompted
unexpected and rapid changes in Haydn’s
circumstances. His son and heir, Prince
Anton, cared little for what he regarded
as the lavish and extravagant indulgence
of music. He dismissed all but a few
instrumentalists and retained only the
nominal services of Haydn, who became a
free agent again and returned to Vienna.
The composer was also enticed to England
by the impresario Johann Peter Salomon,
In old age Haydn fashioned several of his
attracting considerable newspaper coverage
greatest works: the oratorios The Creation
and enthusiastic audiences. Back in Vienna,
and The Seasons, his six Op 76 String Quartets Haydn, born the son of a master wheelwright,
and his so-called ‘London Symphonies’
was fêted by society and honoured by
prominent among them. By now he was
the imperial city’s musical institutions.

Enjoying the concert?
Let us know.
@londonsymphony
Programme Notes
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IN BRIEF
Born 1732, Rohrau
Died 1809, Vienna
Musical training
Chorister at St Stephen’s
Cathedral, Vienna;
otherwise largely
self-taught
Musical acquaintances
Christoph Willibald Gluck,
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
Ludwig van Beethoven
(briefly his pupil)

INTERVAL 20 minutes
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tired of the routine of being a musician in
service: ‘I am forced to remain at home …
It is indeed sad always to be a slave, but
Providence wills it thus’, he wrote in June
1790. He envied his young friend Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart’s apparent freedom in
Vienna, but was resigned to remaining at
Eszterháza Castle.

Best known for
Many string quartets,
symphonies and piano
sonatas, the oratorios
The Creation and The
Seasons, the Nelson Mass
Composer profile by
Andrew Stewart

Selections from ‘La Gaîté Parisienne’
Jacques Offenbach arranged by Manuel Rosenthal
Overture
Allegro brillante
Polka
Valse lente
Tempo di marcia
Valse moderato
Vivo
Allegro
Cancan
Allegro
Allegro
Vivo

arranged 1938

26 minutes

Programme note by
Sophie Rashbrook

L

a Gaîté Parisienne (Parisian Gaiety) was
created as a ballet score by Manuel
Rosenthal in consultation with Jacques
Offenbach’s nephew Jacques BrindejoncOffenbach. The ballet had its premiere in
Monte Carlo in 1938, performed by a troupe of
Russian dancers: the Ballet Russe of Monte
Carlo, formed in 1932 after the demise of the
original Ballets Russes. (Ironically, neither
company ever performed in Russia.) This was
not the first time they had depicted Parisian
life: they had previously done so (as the
Ballets Russes) in 1924, with Francis Poulenc’s
Les biches (The Does), a light-hearted ballet
that satirised the complicated love lives of
Jazz Age youths.

OVERTURE
With its brass fanfares, nimble violin
passages and cymbal crashes, this
irrepressible ‘Overture’ sets the scene for the
delights to come. Listen out for the castanets
– possibly a nod to the Latin-American
character in Offenbach’s comic opera La vie
Parisienne – of which, more later …

What we hear in these selections from
La Gaîté Parisienne is a compilation of
extracts from Offenbach’s operettas, designed
to support an original ballet scenario. This was
outlined by Sol Hurok (the impresario who
looked after the running of the Ballet Russe
of Monte Carlo):

POLKA
The Polka was a popular dance in 19thcentury Paris, appearing in Offenbach’s
‘fairy opera’ Le voyage dans la lune, based
on Jules Verne’s novel From the Earth to
the Moon.

‘La Gaîté Parisienne is the romantic dream
of a glamorous night in Paris. The setting
is a highly fashionable, but not very
proper, restaurant of the Second Empire,
whose customers, while not being the
best of citizens, are marvellous company.
Their lives revolve around amours, brief
but intense; their day begins at nine in
the evening and ends only at dawn, when
the last waltz is danced and the last
champagne glass is emptied.’
No surprise, then, that the premiere –
conducted by Efrem Kurtz – was a
glittering success.
8

Jacques Offenbach In Profile
1819 (Germany) to 1880 (France)
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ALLEGRO BRILLANTE
This jaunty tune has flourish and flair, and
a bobbing, catchy riff that exudes joie de
vivre. It comes from Offenbach’s operetta
Mesdames de la Halle, a good-natured caper
set in a marketplace, which appears to involve
several people fainting into a fountain.

VALSE LENTE
In this waltz from the popular Orpheus in
the Underworld, swooning strings guide us
giddily across the dancefloor – a dance of
love, with Straussian overtones.
TEMPO DI MARCIA
This pompous march teeters on the edge
of ridiculousness – fitting, given that the
operetta it comes from (Tromb-al-ca-zar)
was billed as a bouffonnerie musicale
(literally musical buffoonery), which
lampooned the conventions of grand opera.
VALSE MODERATO
This is taken from La vie Parisienne, one of
Offenbach’s most popular operettas during
his lifetime, and one which depicted ordinary
17 February 2022

people rather than mythical, noble or
fantastical characters. Fortunately, gods
and mortals alike are worthy of a waltz.
VIVO
La vie Parisienne may have been set in
Paris, but that’s no reason not to include
a Brazilian character, or to deny him this
infernally catchy entrance number, complete
with tambourine and xylophone action
aplenty. From there onto the Allegro, but
there is time first for a brief surprise …
ALLEGRO
Offenbach knew how to marshal the forces
of the orchestra: twirling piccolo figures,
snare drums and raucous brass fanfares
alert us to the fact that something highly
energetic is about to happen.
CANCAN
This is not that cancan. Not yet. But this
playful tune from Orpheus in the Underworld
feels all the more irreverent when one
pictures the gods of Olympus dancing to it.
ALLEGRO
Another mischievous Allegro from
Offenbach, complete with scurrying violin
runs and a cacophony of cymbal-crashes.
ALLEGRO
By this point, you should be grinning as
widely as someone who has consumed a
large quantity of champagne.
VIVO
Finally, the cancan! But perhaps not as you
know it – embellished with infernal flutes
and whirling violin ornaments – Vive Paris!

W

ithout Jacques Offenbach, the
course of music theatre history
would have been very different.
Operetta – a light form of opera featuring
musical numbers interspersed with dialogue,
and often frivolous subject matter – is largely
responsible for the advent of the modern
musical as we know it today. In his 90-plus
operettas, Offenbach regularly poked fun at
the highfalutin divine and regal characters of
18th-century opera seria (serious opera) and
at its elaborate musical conventions. The skill
required to create so-called ‘light’ works is
often overlooked, but as Offenbach himself
said, ‘It is a great deal more difficult to write
piquant, melodious tunes’.
Offenbach was born in Germany as Jakob
Offenbach, and was the son of a synagogue
cantor. He later became synonymous with
the culture of the Second Empire, (the
Bonapartist Regime of Napoleon III from
1852 to 1870), and was even granted French
citizenship by the Emperor, in spite of
satirising him and other rulers in many of his
operas. A successful cellist and conductor
before he found his niche as a composer,
he became disenchanted with the stuffy
programming of the Opéra-Comique,
and produced his own show, Orpheus in
the Underworld, which premiered at a
small theatre on the Champs-Élysées to
rapturous acclaim in 1858. Famed for his
witty takedowns of operatic convention,
risqué humour and popular appeal, his most
famous operettas Orpheus in the Underworld
and La belle Hélène (about Helen of Troy)
remain part of the operatic repertoire, as
does his final incomplete work, the opera
The Tales of Hoffmann (a poet’s doomed
search of love, via three fantastical women).

IN BRIEF
Born 1819, Cologne
Died 1880, Paris
Musical training
Paris Conservatoire
Musical acquaintances
Singers including Hortense
Schneider and Anna Judic;
composers including
Friedrich Flotow and
Georges Bizet; librettists
including Jules Barbiere
and Michel Carré
Best known for
The opera The Tales of
Hoffmann, operettas
including Orpheus in
the Underworld and
La belle Hélène
Composer profile by
Sophie Rashbrook

Youkali & Lost in the Stars
Kurt Weill arranged by Bill Elliott
1934 (Youkali)
1949 (Lost in the Stars)

6 minutes (Youkali)
3 minutes
(Lost in the Stars)
Programme notes by
Sophie Rashbrook

M

ythical lands and dreams of escape
are common themes in Kurt Weill’s
songs. ‘Surabaya Johnny’ from
the Brecht-Weill musical Happy End (1929)
alludes to a love lost in an exotic land.
‘Bilbao-song’ – another song from the
same musical – conjures jangling memories
of a raucous tavern. ‘Youkali’ is a poignant
hymn to a lost paradise, underpinned by
a tango-habanera that is dark, mysterious
and seductive all at once.
It was originally intended to feature as part
of Jacques Deval’s 1934 stage play Marie
Galante, for which Weill composed the
incidental music. Yet since then, the song
has, aptly enough, become unmoored from
its original setting, gaining popularity as a
standalone cabaret and jazz standard..

Kurt Weill In Profile
1900 (Germany) to 1950 (US)

W

eill was horrified by the racism
he witnessed after he moved to
America, and based his musical
Lost in the Stars (with lyrics by Maxwell
Anderson) on Alan Paton’s novel Cry, the
Beloved Country (1948). That novel, set in
South Africa, was intended as a protest
against the oppressive, discriminatory
societal structures that would later give
rise to Apartheid. As with Paton’s novel,
Weill’s musical explores a pivotal episode
in the life of a South African Priest,
Reverend Stephen Kumalo.

In response to a letter from his brother,
Stephen has travelled to Johannesburg,
where he finds his sister in poverty and
his son Absalom reduced to a life of crime.
When his son’s robbery results in the
murder of Stephen’s white friend, Arthur
‘C’est presqu’au bout du monde’ (‘It’s almost Jarvis, the Reverend experiences a crisis
at the end of the world’) explains the singer, of faith, from which Weill’s title song
recalling how her vagabond boat transported ‘Lost in the Stars’ emerges.
her to an enchanted isle, guided only by the
will of the waves. The lyrics (by the French
It begins with apparent confidence, all
writer Roger Fernay) go on to describe a
strident intervals and certainty: ‘Before Lord
world as idyllic as it is illusory: no sooner
God made the sea and the land / He held all
do we imagine a world of our desires (‘C’est
the stars in the palm of His hand … ’ (lyrics by
le pays de nos desirs’) than it vanishes
Maxwell Anderson). But soon the Reverend
like smoke, as the singer informs us with
stumbles upon a terrifying, tragic prospect:
unbearable nostalgia: ‘Mais c’est un rêve,
‘And sometimes it seems maybe God’s gone
une folie / Il n’y a pas de Youkali’ (‘It’s a
away, / Forgetting the promise that we heard
dream, an illusion – there is no Youkali’).
Him say.’ Jazz-infused harmonies, gently
That may be so – but for as long as the
descending in the bass line, are deployed
music lasts, the dream it conjures lives
here to heart-breaking effect, and it is
in our imagination – just a few tango
impossible not to hear Weill’s own lament
steps out of reach.
of exile, as a Jewish man living in post-World
War II limbo. The song ends with a haunting
refrain that lingers on in the memory: ‘And
we’re lost out here in the stars … ’.
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K

urt Weill was born in Dessau, Germany,
in the same year as Aaron Copland –
and like Jacques Offenbach, he was the
son of a Jewish Cantor. Weill studied music at
Berlin’s Prussian Academy of Arts, where he
was taught by Ferruccio Busoni, the Italian
composer whose music drew on a variety of
musical idioms, and who instructed Weill:
‘Do not be afraid of banality’. From these
lessons, Weill started to find his own
musical ideas, experimenting with the
use of everyday sounds in his music.
He put these ideas into practice with his
early operas; one-acters, for the most part,
usually with an anarchic streak (The Tsar
has Himself Photographed contains an
assassination plot disguised within a tango
record). In 1924 he met Lotte Lenya, the
streetwise Vienna-born singer whose raw,
emotionally direct vocal qualities began to

infiltrate his music. Weill’s meeting with the
playwright Bertolt Brecht in 1927 also had a
seismic effect on him – their collaborations
(including The Threepenny Opera and Rise
and Fall of the City of Mahagonny) brought
left-leaning political bite to the German
music theatre landscape.
In the 1930s, Weill, like so many others
of Jewish descent, was forced into exile; a
theme which surfaces with great poignancy
in many of his later works. Eventually
settling in America, he wrote musicals for
Broadway and a few film scores, but despite
incorporating something of a Hollywood
sound-world, his music never lost the piquant
spirit of his Berlin training. He also continued
to write operas, including the ‘folk opera’
Down in the Valley and the ‘American opera’
Street Scene. Weill died suddenly of a heart
attack (probably from overwork) in 1950.

IN BRIEF
Born 1900, Dessau
Died 1950, New York City
Musical training
Berlin Hochschule für Musik
Famous contemporaries
Erich Wolfgang Korngold,
Ernst Krenek,
Paul Hindemith
Best known for
The ‘play with music’ The
Threepenny Opera; the
operas Rise and Fall of the
City of Mahagonny and
Street Scene; musicals
including Lady in the Dark
and Lost in the Stars
Composer profile by
Sophie Rashbrook

Barbara Hannigan
conductor & soprano

S

oprano and conductor Barbara
Hannigan is an artist at the forefront of
creation. Her artistic colleagues include
Sir Simon Rattle, Sasha Waltz, Kent Nagano,
Vladimir Jurowski, John Zorn, Andreas
Kriegenburg, Andris Nelsons, Esa-Pekka
Salonen, Christoph Marthaler, Sir Antonio
Pappano, Katie Mitchell, Kirill Petrenko and
Krzysztof Warlikowski. The late conductor
and pianist Reinbert de Leeuw has been an
extraordinary influence and inspiration on
her development as a musician.

ON STAGE WITH THE LSO
Wednesday 23 February
6.30pm, Barbican

HALF SIX FIX:

LA VOIX HUMAINE
Thursday 24 February
7pm, Barbican

POULENC & STRAUSS

Hannigan has shown a profound commitment
to the music of our time and has given
world premiere performances of over 85 new
creations. She has collaborated extensively
with composers including Boulez, Zorn,
Dutilleux, Ligeti, Stockhausen, Sciarrino, Barry,
Dusapin, Dean, Benjamin and Abrahamsen.
The 2020/21 season presented both
challenges and opportunities, and true
to form, Hannigan continued at her own
speed of light, premiering a new live video
production of La voix humaine in which she
sings and conducts, created in collaboration
with video artist Denis Guéguin as part of her
residency with the Orchestre Philharmonique
de Radio France. She performed across Europe
with colleagues including Sir Simon Rattle
and the London Symphony Orchestra, Danish
Radio Symphony Orchestra, Gothenburg
Symphony and Munich Philharmonic, and
at festivals in Ludwigsburg and Aix-enProvence, and celebrated her 50th birthday
at the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam,
conducting the Ludwig Orchestra in works by
Haydn, Copland and Barry, and two Kurt Weill
songs arranged for her by Bill Elliott.

Fleur Barron
mezzo-soprano

H

The 2021/22 season brings her return to La
Monnaie as Berg’s Lulu in the much-awaited
remount of her first Lulu production with
Warlikowski from 2012. Her production of
Poulenc’s La voix humaine takes her to
the LSO and the Munich Philharmonic, and
she returns to the Danish Radio Symphony
Orchestra, Orchestre Philharmonique de
Radio France and Gothenburg Symphony
Orchestra. She also works with younger
colleagues at The Juilliard School, sings in the
world premiere of a work by Zosha di Castri
(with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra) and
presents several concerts with vocal works by
John Zorn in Antwerp, Hamburg and Modena.
Hannigan’s album as both singer and
conductor, Crazy Girl Crazy (2017) won the
2018 Grammy Award for Best Classical Solo
Vocal album, and other awards including
an Edison and a Juno. Other recent albums
include Vienna: fin de siècle and Satie’s
Socrate, both with Reinbert de Leeuw. In
spring 2020 she released an album of works
by Nono, Haydn and Grisey (La Passione) with
Alpha Classics. Recording plans include the
release of three new CDs for the Alpha label.
Hannigan’s commitment to the younger
generation of musicians led her to create
the mentoring initiative Equilibrium
Young Artists in 2017. In 2020 she created
Momentum: our Future Now, an initiative
which encourages artists and organisations
to mentor young professional musicians.
Her recent awards including the Dresdener
Musikfestpiele Glasshütte Award and
Denmark’s Léonie Sonning Music Prize.
The financial component of both awards
was donated to young artist initiatives.

ailed as a ‘charismatic star’ by the
Boston Globe and as ‘a knockout
performer’ by The Times, BritishSingaporean mezzo-soprano Fleur Barron
is a 2018 HSBC Laureate of the Aix-enProvence Festival and the recipient of
the 2016 Grace B Jackson Prize from the
Tanglewood Music Festival, awarded to
one outstanding young singer each year.
A passionate interpreter of chamber music,
concert works, and opera ranging from
Baroque to contemporary, Barron
is mentored by Barbara Hannigan.

Fleur Barron joined us
in the Selections from
Offenbach’s La Gaîté
Parisienne, performing
the Barcarolle from
Offenbach’s opera,
The Tales of Hoffman.

the UK. Additionally, she serves as an artistin-residence at Denmark’s Oremansgaard
Festival with acclaimed cellist Natalie Clein.
This season sees the release of CDs of
Brahms and Samuel Barber songs, both for
Resonus Classics, as well as a world premiere
recording of the Handel/Hasse opera Caio
Fabbricio HWV A9 with London Early Opera
for Signum Records, in which she sings the
lead role of Pirro.

In recent seasons, Barron received critical
acclaim for simultaneously singing and
In the 2021/22 season, Barron has house
dancing Anna I and Anna II in Weill’s The
debuts at Arizona Opera as the title role in
Seven Deadly Sins at the Tanglewood Music
Bizet’s Carmen, at English National Opera
Festival. Other engagements have included
as Schwertleite in Wagner’s The Valkyrie,
Fenena in Verdi’s Nabucco at Opéra National
conducted by Martyn Brabbins, and in Oviedo de Montpellier, for which she was hailed
as the title role in Humperdinck’s Hansel
as the ‘revelation of the evening’ by Olyrix;
and Gretel. She returns to the Aix-enthe title role in Carmen at the Aspen Music
Provence Festival as Ottavia in Monteverdi’s Festival; the title role (cover) in the Purcell
L’incoronazione di Poppea under the baton
pastiche Miranda at Opéra Comique; the
of Leonardo Garcia Alarcon and to Opéra de
alto soloist in Bernstein’s Songfest with the
Toulon as Polina in Tchaikovsky’s The Queen BBC Symphony Orchestra at the Barbican;
of Spades. On the concert platform, Barron
Beethoven’s Symphony No 9 with the
joins Barbara Hannigan and the London
Flint Symphony Orchestra; and Vaughan
Symphony Orchestra at the Barbican, has a
Williams’ Serenade to Music with the
recital debut at Wigmore Hall, and reunites
Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
with regular collaborator Julius Drake for a
US recital tour, performances of Schubert’s
Barron holds degrees from the Manhattan
Winterreise in Spain, and multiple concerts in School of Music and Columbia University.

Originally from Nova Scotia, Hannigan
resides in Finistère, in north-west France.
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London Symphony Orchestra
On Stage
Leader
Carmine Lauri
First Violins
Clare Duckworth
Ginette Decuyper
Laura Dixon
Maxine Kwok
William Melvin
Claire Parfitt
Elizabeth Pigram
Laurent Quénelle
Sylvain Vasseur
Julian Azkoul
Soong Choo
Caroline Frenkel
Bridget O’Donnell
Second Violins
Julián Gil Rodríguez
Miya Väisänen
David Ballesteros
Matthew Gardner
Naoko Keatley
Alix Lagasse
Belinda McFarlane
Iwona Muszynska
Csilla Pogany
Andrew Pollock
Paul Robson
Raja Halder
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The Orchestra

Violas
David Quiggle
Gillianne Haddow
Malcolm Johnston
German Clávijo
Stephen Doman
Sofia Silva Sousa
Robert Turner
Lisa Bucknell
Nancy Johnson
Alistair Scahill
Cellos
Rebecca Gilliver
Alastair Blayden
Jennifer Brown
Noël Bradshaw
Daniel Gardner
Laure Le Dantec
Ghislaine McMullin
Peteris Sokolovskis
Double Basses
Dominik Wagner
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Thomas Goodman
Joe Melvin
José Moreira

Flutes
Claire Wickes
Patricia Moynihan
Oboes
Olivier Stankiewicz
Polly Bartlett

Horns
Zoë Tweed
Angela Barnes
Olivia Gandee
Flora Bain

Cor Anglais
Christine Pendrill

Trumpets
James Fountain
Katie Smith
Adam Wright

Clarinets
John Bradbury
Chi-Yu Mo

Trombones
Peter Moore
Andrew Cole

Bassoons
Daniel Jemison
Joost Bosdijk

Bass Trombone
Paul Milner
Tuba
Ben Thomson
Timpani
Nigel Thomas
Percussion
Neil Percy
David Jackson
Tom Edwards
Jeremy Cornes
Piano
Catherine Edwards
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